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Abstract
There is an emerging consensus that caring and compassion are under threat in the frenetic environment of modern healthcare. Enabling and sustaining compassionate care requires not only a focus on the needs of the patient, but also on those of the care giver. As such, threats and exhortations to health professionals are likely to have limited and perverse effects and it is to the organisational and system arrangements which support staff that attention should shift. Any approach to supporting compassionate care may work for some services, for some patients and staff, some of the time. No single approach is likely to be a panacea. Unravelling the contexts within which different approaches are effective will allow for more selective development of support systems and interventions.
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Introduction
Major reforms of healthcare systems around the globe have focused on improving the quality and performance of healthcare services. Yet despite the scale of structural change, substantial additional resources and significant advances in treatment there remain concerns that in the fast paced and time pressured environment of modern healthcare, it is becoming increasingly difficult to respond with sensitivity and compassion to all patients all of the time. Nowhere is this more apparent than in the English National Health Service (NHS) where recent damning reports have exposed appalling standards of personal care and neglect at some hospitals and care homes (1,2), with the national government advocating an urgent need for wholesale cultural change (3) and the nursing profession seeking a revitalisation of its core professional values and working practices to address the problem (4). Similar concerns have emerged in many other health systems, not least in the United States, where a recent national survey found that only 53% of patients and 58% of physicians felt the health system provides good levels of compassionate care (5). Many physicians in the survey indicated that changes in the healthcare system, in particular the emphasis on controlling costs, were preventing them from providing the level of care and emotional support to patients that they would want to give. Yet in any consideration of the role of compassion in healthcare, it is necessary not only to explain what is meant by compassion, but also to consider how compassion can be nurtured and sustained across a range of healthcare settings.

The elements of compassionate healthcare
In order to consider the key elements of compassion in healthcare it is useful to have a clearer idea of what compassion is. Compassion is a complex, contested and value laden concept fraught with rival interpretations and eluding a consensual definition. At the individual level compassion has variously been considered as an innate human quality, an evolutionary adaptation or an attitude of mind that can be acquired or taught (6,7). According to the Oxford English Dictionary, compassion is derived from the ecclesiastical Latin stem compatii, or to "suffer with". Although emphases differ, most approaches tend to view compassion as being closely linked with the ability to express empathy, provide emotional support and a willingness to understand and relieve another's distress and suffering. A recent narrative synthesis of the literature concluded that compassion in a healthcare context comprises four key elements (8):

- A relationship based on empathy, emotional support and efforts to understand and relieve a person's distress, suffering or concerns;
- Effective interactions between participants over time and across settings;
- Staff, patients and families being active participants in decision making; and
- Contextualised knowledge of the patient and family both individually and as members of a network of relationships.

For most health professionals compassion, empathy and respect are core values and viewed as integral to their caring role. However, there is growing evidence to support the view that compassionate care can also have a direct impact on health outcomes. The logic is that enhanced communication between a compassionate care giver and a patient helps build trust. This results in more shared information about symptoms and concerns which in turn yield a more accurate understanding and diagnosis. Compassionate care has also been linked to
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several other patient benefits including reduced anxiety and better adherence to treatment recommendations (5,9).

Overcoming barriers to compassion
A lack of compassion, empathy or indifference to the suffering of others has been attributed to a number of factors including: the normal human defences and fears associated with having to cope with the burden of routinely being exposed to pain, distress and death on a daily basis; traditional pedagogic methods in medicine and nursing which focus on scientific neutrality and teach health professionals to maintain an emotional distance from patients; and the ‘compassion fatigue’ associated with caring jobs that entail significant stress and investments of emotional labour.

While it is tempting to blame poor practice and compassionless care on the individual doctor or nurse delivering care, we know that the organisational and cultural context can make an important difference in how care is delivered and experienced (10–12). There are a number of possible reasons for this. First, the ability of healthcare staff to demonstrate compassion may be as much a function of the levels of staffing in a particular ward (and hence the amount of time they have available for an individual patient), as it is the personality and predisposition of the caregiver. Second, factors in the wider care system may also be significant including the dysfunctional incentives associated with meeting external performance targets and, paradoxically, the lack of measures and incentives for compassion. Third, the priority given to the delivery of person-centred care in the front line of the service is influenced by the values, strategic priorities and leadership style at the top of the organisation. Modern healthcare arrangements thus pose challenges to the delivery of compassionate care. Shorter lengths of hospital stay, changing shift patterns resulting in shorter hand-over periods, the demands of external systems of checking, verification and audit and a proliferation of professional staff and agencies involved in care can hamper the development of personal, caring relationships and erode compassionate care.

Supporting staff to provide care with compassion, dignity and respect
Deficiencies in basic care arise in large part as an emergent outcome of a complex system where typically well-intentioned and competent staff interact in inadequate systems and unsupportive organisational environments (12). Poor health outcomes, unsafe care, lack of dignity, and compassionless care are emergent properties of these systems (although such a view does not, of course, absolve individuals from professional responsibility for the care that they provide). Therefore, compassion is not just an issue for frontline staff at the sharp end of care delivery. It is something that is accomplished and reproduced at all levels of the healthcare organisation, from ‘bedside to Board’.

Compassionate care emerges from the routine enactment of behaviour, dialogue and decisions, much of which takes place far removed from frontline care delivery but which may nevertheless have a profound impact on the ability and motivations of frontline staff to behave in a compassionate way towards the patients in their care. Given the emotional burden and labour associated with caring it is unrealistic to assume that health professionals have an unlimited capacity for empathy, compassion, and emotional support towards each and every one of their patients, with perhaps stress and burnout affecting their ability to provide high quality care at all times (13). Therefore, enabling compassionate care requires not only a focus on the needs of the patient, but also on those of the care giver. As such, threats and exhortations to individual healthcare professionals working on the frontline of care delivery are likely to have limited (and sometimes perverse) effects, and it is to the organisational and system arrangements which support staff that attention should shift (14). In this regard, it is noteworthy that there are several initiatives to improve and support compassionate practice in healthcare. The Schwartz Center for Compassionate Care based in the United States and the Point of Care programme in the UK are currently at the forefront of international efforts to improve the experiences of patients and staff through a range of tailored organisational interventions underpinned by bespoke educational and training programmes.

Concluding remarks
There is an emerging view that compassion is under threat in the high volume, high risk world of modern healthcare. Yet compassion is a varied and complex phenomenon and what it means to be compassionate can be defined and interpreted in many different ways. Crucially though, compassionate care does not occur in a vacuum and organisational context is particularly pertinent in shaping and mediating how care is delivered, experienced and received. Any approach to supporting compassionate care may work for some services, for some patients and staff, some of the time. No single approach is likely to be a panacea. Different approaches might be needed in acute care compared with primary care and different supporting structures may be required for staff, patients, carers, and families. Unravelling the contexts within which different approaches are effectual will allow for more selective development of support systems and interventions. While we know much about how compassion is accomplished, there is much yet still to uncover with many gaps and inadequacies in the evidence base that need to be addressed. In particular, we need to deepen and broaden our understanding of the organisational processes and cultures which sustain (or erode) compassionate care across a range of healthcare settings and how compassion is linked to patient experience and health outcomes. These are important issues for health policy and management which merit further and more nuanced exploration, theoretically and empirically.
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